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The modular, object-oriented and
clearly structured software of the
DESIGO INSIGHT management
station is based on Windows NT
standard 32-bit technology.
The range of functions and ease of
use of the software make for shorter
learning times and faster operation,
at the same time increasing reliability.
Personalised settings can be defined
for each user. The overall result is
fast, intuitive operation, making it a
pleasure to work with the system
applications.
Optimum support is provided through
context-sensitive on-line help and
Tooltips.

The main software applications in
DESIGO INSIGHT include:
• Plant Viewer:

Graphics-based operation of the
plant

• Trend Viewer:
Logging and display of measured
values

• Alarm Viewer:
Display of alarm messages

• Alarm Router
Automatic routing of alarms

• Log Viewer:
Logging of alarms, system events
and user activities

 

• Internet Log Viewer:
Logging of alarms, system events
and user activities via the Internet

• Time Scheduler:
Time programmes for a wide range
of switching operations

• Object Viewer:
A hierarchical representation of the
system structure and user ad-
dresses with access to objects in
the connected subsystems

7KH�6WDUWHU�3DFN�FDQ�EH�H[SDQGHG�DV�DQG�ZKHQ�UHTXLUHG

This range of functions is rounded off
with other features such as the
transfer of alarm messages, engi-
neering functions, and energy and
maintenance management software.

Data to and from third-party applica-
tions such as Microsoft Excel can be
exchanged via standard interfaces
such as SLO, DCOM, DDE, NET-
DDE, DLL, SQL, ODBC and OPC.

               - System Browser

             - Alarm Router

           - Alarm Viewer

         - Time Scheduler

       - Object Viewer

     - System Configurator

- Basic software

        - Plant Viewer / Editor
           - Trend Viewer
   - Log Viewer    - Pager
- Internet Log Viewer

- Third-party software
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The task bar is the first and last point
of contact for all the interaction be-
tween user and system.
In addition to obtaining a quick over-
view of vital system information, us-
ers can click on various icons in the
task bar to switch from one program
to another within the multi-tasking
operating system. In systems which
include remote sites, the task bar is
also used to switch between sites
(here, as elsewhere, subject to the
user’s access privileges). This en-
sures a clear definition of areas of
responsibility.
User-specific start-sequences with
access to selected programs and
sites make the system easier for new
users.

)HDWXUHV

− Control of access privileges and security
mechanisms for access to program mod-
ules and third-party software at log-in and
log-out

− User- and password-dependent access to
systems and sub-systems

− Automatic user-specific start sequences
− Display of alarm and system message

status, site connection status and time
and date

− Facility to establish and terminate con-
nection to various sites

− Simultaneous connection to a maximum
of 4 sites

− Connection established automatically at
regular intervals

%�����'
�#��

Plant Viewer, the project-specific
graphical user interface, provides a
complete overview of the entire sys-
tem whenever required. Dynamic
colour graphics let you monitor and
operate the system without specialist
computer skills.
The graphics are interlinked in a
hierarchical structure, so that users
can navigate easily through the sys-
tem, moving from a picture or map of
the building to floor plans and indi-
vidual rooms, right down to the con-
trollers, sensors or other devices
within the system.
Various windows of different sizes
can be displayed at the same time
(multi-windowing feature).
Even large-scale graphics for floor
plans etc. can be included without
difficulty, while the freely definable
page size provides scope for a clear
layout.
Items such as setpoints and alarms,
for example, can be operated directly
in the graphics. The user simply
clicks on the relevant item to adjust a
value or acknowledge an alarm.

Measured values, operating states
and alarms are continuously updated
on the screen and displayed in real-
time mode.
Once an item changes its value or
state, the associated symbol in the
graphics is animated; this may in-
volve a change in numerical value,
colour, shape or text, or the symbol
itself may be animated.
All the commonly used symbols are
provided in a number of (2D and 3D)
libraries. Additional symbols can be
created with the optional Graphic
Editor.
The Plant Viewer is based on Citect,
the SCADA process visualisation
software from CiT.

(Citect is a registered trademark.
Copyright © CiTechnologies (Pty) Ltd
1995-1999).

The term “site” refers to a building or
building complex whose systems
represent a single entity from the
viewpoint of the user.

3ODQW�9LHZHU
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− Hierarchically linked, animated
high-resolution colour graphics (XGA
1024x768 pixels)

− 2D and 3D symbols with animation
based on status

− Direct access to setpoints, parameters,
operating modes, alarms, time pro-
grammes and on-line and off-line trend
data features

− Dynamic multi-tasking with all active
pages

− Monitoring and operation of plant at
several levels

− Flexible operation of multiple pages using
the Plant Viewer navigation bar combined
with standard handling of windows

− Navigation to all other DESIGO INSIGHT
applications

− User-definable page size
− Jump tags for jumps on the same level or

between levels
− Tooltips for all dynamic objects, with the

option of “User”, “Technical” or “System”
information

− Context-specific information (e.g. data
sheets) can be attached to any dynamic
object

− Graphics printed in monochrome or
colour

− All 32-bit graphic file formats supported
by Windows can be imported
(e.g. AutoCad, PCX etc.).

,QWHUOLQNHG�SODQW�JUDSKLFV�LQ��3ODQW�9LHZHU
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The main purpose of DESIGO
INSIGHT is to ensure a clear overall
view and simple operation. In the
context of alarm handling, this is
particularly important and is one of
the strengths of the overall building
management system. In relation to
the monitoring of one or more sites,
the comprehensive and exceptionally
easy-to-use alarm functions leave
nothing to be desired.
Alarms are automatically registered,
logged and routed to the printer(s)
and management stations. Even
remote receivers such as pagers,
remote printers and management
stations can be reached by modem or
Internet Protocol (I/P) Router. With
the high-performance alarm routing
feature, alarms can be transferred on
the basis of time, priority and/or dis-
cipline. This ensures that important
messages always reach the right
recipient, 24 hours a day all year
round. And this happens whether or
not the management station is
staffed. Operators are supported by a
range of overview features, enabling
them to respond quickly and cor-
rectly, even in critical alarm situa-
tions.

(���	��
��(���	�'
�#��
This part of the program lists all the
active alarms from the site. The alarm
display is updated continuously, so
that it always reflects the current
status. Alarm Viewer offers an exten-
sive range of options for sorting and
display. This is particularly useful in
critical situations, when all alarms
need to be located and dealt with at
speed, whatever the size of the sys-
tem. Users can acknowledge or reset
alarms, view detailed information in
text form, or jump directly to the as-
sociated plant graphics. And the
system topology in the System
Browser pane of Alarm Viewer
makes locating alarms even easier.
Even with remote management of a
large number of buildings, you can
always rely on a complete overview.
The alarm view can be personalised,
to suit the individual needs of each
operator. So both the night security
guard and the system engineer will
each only see the information they
actually need. This is achieved by
password-controlled filtering of the
information displayed, based on crite-
ria such as alarm priority, plant type,
alarm status (acknowledged, unac-
knowledged, disabled, etc.). The
current number of active alarms,
divided by priority into three groups,
is always displayed in the task bar.

)HDWXUHV

− Operation and manipulation of alarms
(based on user privileges)

− Alarm message printing
− Alarms printed independently of the man-

agement station (direct connection at
automation level)

− Automatic pop-up windows for immediate
display and operation of alarms (including
pop-ups in third-party programs)

− Audible or multi-media alarm indication
− Continuous overview of all active alarms

from a site (updated automatically, dis-
played in order of priority, option of per-
sonalised view)

− Graphics-based topological view of
alarms

− Chronological alarm view
− Option of displaying detailed information
− Direct access to associated plant graph-

ics
− Comprehensive filter and search criteria

(time, date, priority, discipline, alarm
status etc.)

− Colour coding based on alarm priority /
alarm status (screen and printer)

− Alarms for out-of-limit values (high, low),
changes of state, run-time limits ex-
ceeded etc.

− Option of repeating unacknowledged
alarms at regular intervals

− Creation of reports, with facility to print or
export alarm data to third-party programs
for further analysis

− Facility to save user-defined filter criteria
− User-specific configuration of the alarm

view including on-line configuration
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To alert the user quickly to an alarm
condition, all alarms of a sufficiently
high priority are displayed in pop-up
windows The pop-up alarm mes-
sages are even displayed in the fore-
ground when the user is working in
another Windows program. The user
can acknowledge the alarm in the
pop-up window, or jump directly to
the associated plant graphics for
more detailed information on the
nature of the problem.

���	
�	�����
The automatic routing of alarms
makes round-the-clock monitoring a
reality. Alarms occurring at the field
level or automation level can be
routed to various receivers, irrespec-
tive of the currently logged-in user.

The Alarm Router, which operates
continuously and independently in
the background, can be used to
transfer information on the basis of
specified criteria such as time, re-
sponsibility or priority. Alarm mes-
sages are routed in accordance with
these criteria via alarm printer, fax,
mail box, pager or mobile telephone
(SMS) to a receiver or group of re-
ceivers. The set-up can be adapted
easily to take account of changing
service schedules.

)HDWXUHV

− Routing of alarms to alarm printer, fax,
pager or mobile telephone

− Time schedule for each message
recipient

− Alarm routing based on priority
− Alarm routing based on discipline (HVAC,

security etc.)
− Alarms routing to person responsible for a

site
− Alarm routing based on alarm text
− Alarm routing to person(s) responsible for

specific equipment or systems
− Option of manual transmission of mes-

sages from the management station

�������$ODUP�URXWLQJ
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One of the basic and most regularly
used features of a building manage-
ment system is the control of routines
and processes on the basis of time.
In offices, banks, restaurants, de-
partment stores and schools, sys-
tems such as heating, ventilation, air
conditioning, lighting and door locks
are controlled in accordance with
opening hours or working hours.
Time programmes ensure that the
heating and lighting are switched off
automatically at the end of the work-
ing day, and, for example, that the air
conditioning is switched off in offices
left vacant during holidays, that the
temperature in the building is re-
duced at night, and that plant is not
left running longer than necessary.
Efficient time programmes help save
energy and prolong service life.
Practical experience shows that
many building operators fail to exploit
this potential source of savings be-
cause the time programming feature
in their systems is too complex or
confusing.

In addition to the regularly repeated
7-day programmes, exception pro-
grammes are also available. These
allow simple programming of one-off
or periodically recurring events such
as public holidays, works holidays,
special opening times etc. These
exceptions, too, can be programmed
in graphics mode by simple use of
the mouse directly within the 7-day
schedules.
Many of the items to be controlled
can exist in a number of different
modes. This is not a problem for
DESIGO. For example: the various
operating modes in an individual
room control system ((������!
����� 
��!
��	���
���� ��� and "��� mode)
can be entered in graphics mode
directly in the 7-day schedule.
This is one of the features which
ensures optimum time programming.
The time programmes are stored and
processed decentrally, directly at the
automation level. Thus, even when
the management station is switched
off, perfect functioning is maintained.
This ensures that individual proc-
esses are fully synchronised at all
times.

)HDWXUHV

− 7-day time programmes
− Exception programmes (local,

building-wide or system-wide)
− Direct display of time programmes within

Plant Viewer graphics
− Simple, graphics-based programming of

switch times
− Graphics-based overview of all time

programmes in the system
− Graphics-based overview of a 7-day

programme including all exception
programmes

− Graphics-based overview of all plant
points affected by a time programme

− Direct entry of various operation modes
(e.g. &RPIRUW��6WDQG�E\��(QHUJ\�KROG�RII)

− Easy creation, modification, duplication
and deletion of time programmes.

− Scroll feature for fast access to specific
weeks or days

− Storage and processing independent of
management station

− Automatic synchronisation of all time pro-
grammes in a system

− Different time zones supported
(for remote management applications)

− Option of synchronisation via radio clock
− Printed reports in various display formats

That’s why, when we developed the
exceptionally powerful Time Sched-
uler, we concentrated on simple,
logical operation.
No matter whether the user is
modifying a time programme to
control the lighting in a building, the
occupied periods in a conference
room or office, or the operating hours
of an air conditioning system, the
principles remain the same.
Simply clicking the mouse on an
object in the Plant Viewer graphics
invokes a display of the associated
7-day programme in graphical format.
Switch times and operating modes
can be checked at a glance.
To modify a time programme, the
user simply lengthens or shortens the
relevant time bar with the mouse, and
saves the new programme.

7LPH�6FKHGXOHU
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The fully-integrated off-line and on-
line trend features can be used for
convenient analysis and evaluation of
both real-time data (on-line) and
historical data (off-line).
The trend option can be used as a
simple way of monitoring and tuning
system response. In each trend
window, up to ten signals can be
sampled simultaneously and dis-
played in real time for help when
tuning controlled systems and ana-
lysing transient processes even in
complex systems.
There is often a need to log data over
a long period of time, whether, for
example to record the energy con-
sumption of individual items of
equipment, or to keep a long-term
record of ambient conditions in a
pharmaceutical production process
(e.g. for FDA approval) or to log pro-
cess conditions.

The off-line trend option can be used
to log data over the long term, and to
store this in archive form for later
analysis or for further processing.

����������������	��������	
The DESIGO INSIGHT Trend Viewer
displays on-line and off-line trend
data. Up to ten data channels can be
displayed simultaneously in a trend
view. The user can select whether to
view the data in 2D, 3D or to display
a combination in a number of win-
dows. For a comparison of current
and past conditions, both types can
be displayed on the screen together.

)HDWXUHV

− On-line or off-line real-time data
− Simultaneous display of up to ten signals

per window
− Absolute or relative time-intervals
− Zoom, scroll and cursor features for faster

data analysis
− Flexible, easy-to-use scaling feature with

charts displayed in 2D or 3D
− Drag-and-drop feature for trend views with

automatic scaling and data export
− Off-line data logging triggered manually,

automatically, or on a time or event basis
− Logging and intermediate storage of off-

line trend data operates independently of
the management

− Automatic upload from automation level
to local or remote management stations

− Management station display and archiv-
ing of on-line and off-line trend data

− Print-outs of trend data
− Easy export of data to third-party software
− Facility to export trend data directly to

auxiliary programs such as ADP and CC
or to third-party software such as MS Ex-
cel

− Trend Viewer time base can be used di-
rectly as a filter criterion in Log Viewer

��������������������	���	��	�
�
A variety of optional auxiliary soft-
ware is available to those requiring
additional archiving and analysis
features, including two specialised
software packages from Landis &
Staefa,
���������	�
��������������	��
and ������
�����
�������
These are ideal for projects where
features such as discrete data main-
tenance, compressed data, differen-
tial analysis, analysis based on a
range of different criteria and auto-
matic reporting are required

(DV\�VHOHFWLRQ�RI�GDWD�ZLWK�WKH�GUDJ�DQG�GURS�IHDWXUH�DQG�FOHDU�GLVSOD\�DQG�IXUWKHU�SURFHVVLQJ�LQ�([FHO

Drag

'UDJ���'URS
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The Log Viewer displays events and
user activities logged in chronological
order in the data base, providing a
record of all past activities and
events. This enables operators to see
at a glance what has happened in
their absence over the weekend, for
example, or during the previous shift.
It also provides a clear picture in
cases where several people are
working on the same management
system.
The Log Viewer always relates to a
specific management station, i.e.
each station keeps its own log.
A site-specific Log Viewer can be
installed on the file server.

• )�	�
���*
This lists all the activities
carried out by a user at the
management station, showing any
unauthorised attempts to log into
the system, or who has been
working on the system and when,
or which parameters and setpoints
have been modified and when, etc.

• ������
���*
The status log can be
used at any time to check the
status of all incoming status mes-
sages.

Extensive search and filter facilities
are available for fast and targeted
access to the required information.
Search and filter criteria set up by a
specific user can be saved for re-
trieval and re-use as required.
A sophisticated automatic back-up
system prevents the loss of data. If
the log database is low on memory,
the oldest data is written to special
archive files, from where it can be
restored and viewed as required.

)HDWXUHV

− Storage of alarms routed to the manage-
ment station

− Storage of all system messages (from
printer, communications, management
station, modem etc.)

− Storage of all user activities performed at
the management station

− Facility to enter and store user comments
on events and activities

− Facility to display, at a keystroke, detailed
information on every entry

− Extensive filter options to focus and re-
duce the volume of information displayed

− Comprehensive search feature for fast
access to information

− Facility to display an overview of data for
a given day or week

− Once defined, filter and search criteria
can be saved for re-use

− Compact archiving of a virtually unlimited
number of entries (depending on hard-
disk capacity)

− Automatic data management and archiv-
ing functions

− Facility to create and print log summaries
− Export of log entries for further analysis

with third-party software (e.g. MS Access)
− User-specific configuration of log view can

be adapted directly on-line

For greater clarity, the Log Viewer is
divided into the following sections:

• '����
���. Contains all the incom-
ing alarm messages from all the
monitored plant in chronological
order.

 
• ����	�
���. The system log shows

at a glance if a printer somewhere
in the system has run out of paper,
or a modem is not communicating
properly or a hard disk is full.
Communication events are also re-
corded here, showing for example
when communication with a site
was established or terminated.

6LPSOH�ILOWHULQJ�RI�ORJ�HQWULHV
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The Internet Log Viewer is a further
optional application which offers
users even greater freedom in the
management of a site. A browser
such as Microsoft® Internet Explorer
or Netscape® Navigator, for example,
provides the user with access to the
log database from any PC with an
Internet connection. Just as with the
standard Log Viewer, the user can
then obtain an overall view of all the
plant and events stored or monitored
by the system.
The Internet Log Viewer can be
started without any special DESIGO
INSIGHT software on the user’s PC.
Access to the Log Viewer can be
password-protected.

(YHQWV�YLHZHG�ZLWK�WKH�,QWHUQHW�/RJ�9LHZHU
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The use of standard interfaces and
drivers makes it easy to integrate
third-party software directly at the
management station level, or to

make common use of data from
the system, e.g. via ODBC (Open
Database Connectivity) or OPC (OLE
for Process Control).

DDE (Dynamic Data Exchange) en-
ables current data to be loaded
continuously into a spreadsheet pro-
gram such as Microsoft® Excel, so
that constantly updated graphs can
be created for further processing.

([FKDQJH�RI�GDWD�EHWZHHQ�'(6,*2�,16,*+7�DQG�VWDQGDUG�:LQGRZV�SURJUDPV
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Object Viewer is a really quick way
for building management system
users to find their way around the
system structure. Data objects can
be selected viewed and modified with
ease. To make operation even eas-
ier, there are two viewing modes:
��� �
��������
The “System View” provides a hierar-
chical view of the system network.
The designation and location of ob-
jects such as systems, equipment
and data points is generated auto-
matically from the system database.

6\VWHP�YLHZ

��� �
�����
��	����	�����
This viewing mode gives a hierarchi-
cal breakdown of user addresses
based on the system database. To
help users find their way around the
system more easily, the icons used in
the display can be modified individu-
ally.

8VHU�YLHZ

Object Viewer can be used on-line
and off-line. In on-line mode, the
objects are displayed with their cur-
rent values, while in off-line mode
they are marked “ #COM” indicating
the connection status.

)HDWXUHV

− Fast navigation through the system
− Fast location of objects and alarms
− Detailed information on all objects
− Display of current values from the proc-

ess level
− Modification of setpoints and parameters.

Users with the appropriate authorisation
can also override outputs manually.

− Two display modes (technical (system)
and user view)

− Search features
− Jump feature and bookmark options as in

various Internet browsers
− User designations and alarm texts can be

modified
− User addresses can be customised with a

maximum of 10 hierarchical levels and up
to 40 characters

System objects can also be located
by user address using the “Find”
function. This allows the use of vari-
ous wildcard options to speed up the
location of one or more objects.

Incorporates Microsoft® Internet Ex-
plorer 4.0

'DWD�SRLQW�RSHUDWLRQ�LQ�2EMHFW�9LHZHU
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Reports provide the user with the
latest information from the system at
specific times or when specific
events occur.
If an alarm occurs in a subsystem, for
example,  a report can be generated
automatically, showing all the rele-
vant values which prevailed at the
time of the alarm. This provides a
kind of snapshot of the system at the
time, so helping to identify the cause
of the fault.
Reports can also be generated at
specified times. A monthly report
might be used to provide a print-out
of current energy consumption fig-
ures, for example.
The contents of a report are based
on user-definable criteria. A single
report might contain static text, for
example, and a wide range of differ-
ent variables.

(�������������
��

Access to the system is granted by
the management station only to
authorised users. When a user en-
ters a user-name and password, the
system verifies the associated ac-
cess privileges and grants access to
the relevant plant and programs.
The system administrator can tailor
an environment to match the individ-
ual requirements of each user.
This defines the buildings (sites) and
equipment to which a given user has
access, and the software modules
and functions available to that user
within the site. This facility to tailor an
environment so closely to the individ-
ual user results in a clear delineation
of areas of responsibility, and helps
avoid difficulties when different cate-
gories of user are working on the
same system.

)HDWXUHV

− User name / password
− Individual access privileges covering ac-

cess to sites, subsystems, programs and
program functions  down to individual ob-
jects in Plant Viewer

− Up to 1000 users grouped into 100 user
categories

− Automatic log-out (after period of inactiv-
ity)

− Encrypted passwords
− Network security provided by Win-

dows NT access control

3DVVZRUG�GHSHQGHQW�DFFHVV�WR�GLIIHUHQW

DSSOLFDWLRQV��VLWHV�HWF�

User-defined reports are printed
manually or automatically on the
basis of time, event, alarm level,
operating mode etc.
Like alarms, reports can be routed to
different data terminal devices, on the
basis of time or alarm priority.
The reports can be sent to various
printers, or to Log Viewer for archiv-
ing. The destination can be pro-
grammed for each type of report.

)HDWXUHV

− Reports routed on basis of time and/or
priority

− Manual or automatic triggering
− User-definable or standard reports
− Facility to integrate third-party programs

such as Crystal Reports Professional™
into DESIGO INSIGHT.

− HTML Reports can be made available on
the Intxnet

'HILQLQJ�LQGLYLGXDO�XVHU�SULYLOHJHV�LQ�6\VWHP�&RQILJXUDWRU

In addition to security functions, System Configurator can be used to config-
ure automatic start or user log-out.
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